
CAO – Contemporary Architecture Offices 
 

 

This subject is about contemporary Hungarian architecture. Every 
week a lecture or a site visit will be taken by a famous/talented 
Hungarian architect.  
The lectures will be in Hungarian language, for the international 
students it will be translated by an interpreter.   
To execute the subject, an essay will have to be written, about one 
of the lectures. The topics will be personalized for everyone on the 
last lecture. 
 
 
Rating view:   - own idea and own opinion 

- research 
- quality 
- design 
- self made pictures (site visite) 

 
 
 Conditions:   - it has to be a scientific writing 

- minimum 10.000 characters 
  (without spaces) 

    - nice design 
- readable fonts and design 

    - sign the sources every text  
  and picture/photo !!! 

    - quotation can be maximum 20%  
    - in the end of the essay mark out  
        all of the sources 
    - submitted in time 
 
 
The essay cannot be a COPY AND PASTE text!!!  Every text which is 
quoted has to sign with quotation marks, plus it has to put italic 
type, and signed its sources. These three conditions are very 
important! Quotations without these conditions the essay is not 
acceptable. These terms are applied for the pictures too. 

Deadline:  - 30 May 2016 Monday 24:00  
    

Digital submission:  - the essay has to submit just digitally by email 
- just the final version  
  (there is no opportunity to check the essays 
   previously) 

   - in PDF, maximum 3 MB 
   - file name: 
     CAO name topic date.PDF 
   - send to this email address:  
                 szabodavid@freemail.hu 

- the submittion is accomplished in that case,    
  when an reply email will arrived. 

 
 

Final grades will be registered on an exam. Check in one of the 
exams by Neptun system online, but this exam is just an 
administrational one, it not necessary to come. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dávid Szabó 
assistant lecturer 
13 May 2016 
 


